
But a gentle hint to the. Com
munications Minister would not be 
out of place. The l i g h t airmail 
scheme has been a bri l l iant success. 
A n d for this pioneering venture, 
the price has been paid by the pio
neers, not by the Government 
except that the tax-payers or 
rather the general public who use 
the post have been paying the ful l 
airmail rate on all the mail though 
only half of" it has so far been actu
ally flown by air. Ibis is not al l . 
Worse still, M r . Kidwai's laudable 
efforts are being sabotaged by his 
own ministry, by the Postal Depart
ment in particular, which has been 
.so slack in handling the mail at 
the. terminal points that even 
today, then- is no assurance that a 
latter posted tonight in Bombay 
well in advance of the closing time 
w i l l necessarily be delivered in 
Delhi or Calcutta tomorrow. Of 
late, the pace has very considerably 
slackened and evidence of irri tat
ing delays has accumulated to such 
a damaging extent that one can no 
longer count on overnight delivery 
of mails. If one has to depend on 
a letter, one would be well advised 
not to expect it except on the third 
day. If it arrives earlier, it would 
be a. surprise. This is an extremely 
damaging state of affairs. for no 
time should be lost in pressing 
ahead the advantages gained by 
reducing, as quickly as possible and 
by as high a percentage as pos
sible, that part of' the mail which 
pays airmail rates but is carried by 
the slow moving surface transport. 

In Britain, in theory and in law 
all the regular air services are 
reserved to the State-owned corpo
rations, leaving' to independent 
operators only such chartered busi
ness as the corporations are unable 
to secure or handle, As a matter 
of fact, however, contrary to theory 
and principle, private companies do 
operate many regular! services and 
are often chartered by; the corpora
tions to help them carry excess 
loads in peak seasons. 

That is to save the corporations 
are not debarred by law to take 
up any kind of flight, including 
movement of troops and carrying 
freight and yet there are more than 
48 independent operators plying a 
successful business and a number of 
them have been licensed this year 
on regular service on 48 different 
routes. Next year they w i l l prob
ably be operating many more 
routes. 

H o w does it happen? This is 
because the corporations compete 
w i t h private companies for charter 

business and not always very suc
cessfully. But they also utilise the 
services of these companies in the 
field of regular services to supple
ment their own carrying capacity. 
Private companies are also left free 
to develop new routes which for 
one reason or another the state 
corporations are not wil l ing or not 
in a position to take up. These 
companies are accepted by the 
corporations on schedules and rates 
approved by the latter. 

Apart from supplementing. the 
private companies also compete 
with the corporations when they 
enter into an arangement wi th 
foreign air companies to run their 
regular services to and from Britain. 

The only air service which runs 
to Madeira is operated by a p r i 
vate company with flying boats-
between London and Madeira this 
service calls at Lisbon, but it may 
not book passengers between Lon
don -old Lisbon because thru sec
tion of the route is already covered 
by B O A C The private company, 
nevertheless, succeeds in making its 
service pay. 

In the UK. and to certain plates 
in Europe there are many more of 
these privately operated services. 
Many are seasonal and all are 
operated by companies which are 
accepted as ''associates" by BEA 

From the London End 

SO vast the is the United States eco-
Economy, that it takes a mighty 
big wave to rock i t . But once it 
-tarts rocking, it sets up a wake 
quite capable of capsizing any of 
the smaller craft that happen to get 
in the war . So the immense Ame
rican arm- programme, though it 
is no longer than what is necessary 
to stave off a depression in that 
country, has been causing violent 
reactions in the economy of the rest 
of the world. Here in Br i ta in , 
being not so vulnerable (or so we 
like to think) to cyclical fluctu
ations, we are beginning to wonder 
if the remedy is not worse than 
-he disease. Sir Robert Sinclair, 
president of the Federation of B r i 
tish Industries, in a speech in Glas
gow earlier in the week, declared 
our present economic situation to 
be critical, a statement for which 
he gave four, rnain .reasons., 

Britain was a net importing 
country, he gaid; room had to bo 

on schedules and rates approved 
by that Corporation, 

The ultimate interests of the 
Corporations are protected in 'this 
way but there are two other forms 
of private air operation which 
involve direct competition w i t h the 
Corporations. One is that in which 
a British operator enters into an 
arrangement with a foreign operator 
to take charge of his regular ser
vices to and from the U K . A B r i 
tish company under such an arrange
ment is operating a Creek com
pany's services between London, 
Rome, Athens and Cairo. 

The other form of competition is 
to bv found in that development 
of charter-flying which enables 
tourist agents or special organisa
tions to run tours at inclusive rates, 
During the past year, private air 
transport has been used by the 
Boy Scouts Association and by a 
students' organisation to obtain fast 
transport for members at cheap 
rates. The rates this year have 
been generally about equal to th i rd-
class boat and rail fares, whereas 
fares on the regular air services 
rarely fall below first-class rai l 
fares, (Please note, italics ours, for 
air fares in India are supposed to 
he the lowest in the world! A n d 
uneconomic, of course!) 

found in an already considerably 
strained economy for a defence 
programme; coal production was 
failing and shortages in supplies of 
raw materials were appearing; tax
ation was at too high a level. He 
added that Britain imported over 
60 per cent, of her fond and a large 
part of her raw materials, dollar 
costs of which had been put up 42 
per cent, as a result of devaluation, 
while there had been a fantastic rise 
in the sterling costs of practically all 
raw materials. The latter pheno
menon had solved our dollar prob
lem, but the improvement might 
prove to lie temporary as well as 
artificially created, because its p r i 
mary cause was stockpiling for 
defence. 

There is not the slightest doubt 
that the path of British indus
trialists is beset w i t h thorns. On 
the arte hand,-they see prices soar
ing, wi th all the, promise of higher 
profit that that entails but on the 
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other hand, they find their own 
production frustrated because they 
cannot get 'enough of the right 
thing at the right time. At times, 
their business life becomes like one 
of those nightmares where success 
is almost at hand, but even the 
most violent efforts cannot quite 
achieve, i t . But at the same time, 
though normal business is disrupt
ed, there are windfall profits to bi: 
collected that in many ways com
pensate for that fact. 

Defence Without Tears 
Be that as it may, Sir Robert 

was not making an appeal for 
doing less or even for doing it in 
a calmer way. " N o t h i n g / ' he 
said, " Must be allowed to prevent 
our being prepared to the fu l l , and 
in t ime." His appeal was, firstly, 
that anything that was done should 
be dorie in consultation w i th indus
try, which should be given the 
fullest information; so that the 
programme could be achieved 
" wi th the min imum of friction 
and the minimum of controls and 
regulation." And also, he put for
ward the novel thesis that " A 
policy which seeks to pay the price 
by further taxation is simply mort
gaging the future." I have always 
been taught that it is the policy 
that seeks lo pay the price by run
ning into debt that mortgages the 
future—this is just another example 
of loW easy it is to use the same 
words to mean the opposite thing. 

However, it appears that Sir 
Robert was thinking of incentives, 
those subtle yet significant things 
that creep like hormones into the 
body economic, whose absence 
creates fatigue and general lassitude 
and whose adequate presence can 
do. set much to revitalise a tired 
economy. ''It is my conviction," 
he went on, '' That we must find 
some way of aligning material 
incentive wi th national needs." 
That is a statement of considerable 
significance that might well be 
taken as the slogan of the Federa
tion that Sir Robert represents. 
How much more fun it would be, 
he might have said, if, while excit
ing the most sublime patriotic fer
vour in the business breast, we 
could at the same time give an ade
quate financial reward for i t . It is, 
of course, perfectly true that there 
is nothing that makes people appre
ciate what they get like having to 
pay for i t , so no one should really 
grumble at the idea of having to 
pay for the patriotic enterprise of 
the entrepreneur. 

" The economy must be braced 
to take the strain of increased 

expenditure on defence,' Sir Robert 
continued. '' To do that requires 
a better understanding among all 
engaged in industry and still 
harder work and wise guidance." 
Thus, those whose function it is to 
guide must be given a material 
incentive to guide wisely, while 
those whose function it is to work 
must work harder. All that is now 
required is to extend this sensible 
arrangement to war itself—how 
much harder the men might fight 
if they knew that each strip of 
ground won was not only safe
guarding democracy, hearth and 
home, but would be paid for by 
the yard at the end of the week! 

Men at Work 
The boom in manufacturing in

dustry continues to draw workers 
f rom the other sections of the eco
nomy. During September, the 
number of persons in civi l employ
ment rose by 32,000 (12,000 males 
and 20,000 females) to 22,448,000. 
The basic industries (mining, gas, 
electricity and water supply, trans
port, agriculture and fishing) show
ed a decrease of 10,000, while 
manufacturing rose by 57,000. 

Figures given in the Ministry of 
Labour Gazette for November show 
that the number of members of 
trade unions fell in 1949, indicat
ing that the post-war boom, for 
the unions, may be coming to an 
end. In 1946, there was an in
crease in members of nearly 12 per 
cent, in 1947 of 4 per cent., in 
1948 of nearly 2 per cent., while 
in 1949 there was a decrease of 
0.5 per cent. While numbers 
have increased by about 50 per 
cent, since 1939, it is still a cause 
of amazement that, in the country 
that gave trade unionism to the 
world less than half of the occu
pied persons are organised. This 
lack of organisation is by no means 
confined to the more toffee-nosed 
occupations such as those connected 
wi th the professions, the public 
service and the distributive trade, 
but also exists at the other end of 
the social scale, amongst factory 
workers and labourers. Most of 
the increased membership has gone 
to the bigger unions—indeed, the 
number of unions in existence has 
actually fallen from 1,019 to 706 
since 1939. 

At the end of 1949, there were 
335 unions wi th less than 500 mem-
bers—47.5 per cent, of all unions— 
but between them, they had only 
57,000 members. At the other 
end were 17 unions wi th 100,000 
members or more and a total mem
bership of 6,166,000. Whether 
these gigantic concentrations are 

really conducive to the welfare of 
the workers is a matter of doubt. 
It is not difficult : to handle large 
numbers of Workers provided they" 
are engaged on more or less the 
same type of work in a single 
industry. Then a general secretary 
can assert his generalship in 
national negotiations, can, exercise 
control and, in turn, be controlled. 
But when the membership consists 
of hundreds of thousands of work
ers engaged in an 'endless variety 
of activities in numerous different 
sorts of undertakings, the general 
secretary becomes a mere figure
head. When he' acts, it must often 
be in an arbitrary fashion; to 
remove him from office, should he 
become corrupt or prove inefficient 
is a major feat of constitutional 
engineering, extending over many 
years. The ideal would seem to be 
a union whose members are con
centrated in a single industry, 
working in close liaison with k in
dred unions and federated to a 
more highly integrated TUC. 
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